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NEW BMW MODELS.
Nine brand new and updated models are available today to test ride† at Cooper Tunbridge Wells.
From the class-leading R 1200 GS to the exhilarating S 1000 R Roadster and the new
Heritage models, it’s sure to thrill every kind of rider.
To book a test ride†, contact Cooper Tunbridge Wells today on 01892 620 966.

Cooper Tunbridge Wells

Longfield Road, Royal Tunbridge Wells, Kent TN2 3UE
www.cooperbikestunbridgewells.co.uk
BMW Motorrad
†

Lucky 13 page 8

Marrakech road sweeper at lunch. See page 15

Test ride subject to applicant status and availability.
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editorial
Nick Farley, Editor

When sending articles for
publishing in this magazine,
please send images (with
captions) as separate JPEG files.
Images should be in colour in
as high a resolution as possible,
preferably the original size
in which they were captured.
Please do not place images
inside Word documents as this
will significantly reduce the
quality of the images.
Views contained within this
publication are not necessarily
views of the Editor, the KAMG or
the IAM.
The Editor claims no liability
for correctness of information,
printing or typesetting errors.
The Editor cannot guarantee
sunshine on club runs.
Magazine design and layout
by John Gardiner.
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It has been an amazingly busy few months for KAMG in which Scotland has
featured strongly, and Marrakech has been in the news again. Some twit at
FIFA managed to organise a World Cup on the same day as The Kent FireBike
Expo so there was a bit of a clash there, which may have affected numbers
to both events, but the Expo, in brilliant sun, was a success and recruited
new members despite FIFA’s thoughtless behaviour. There has been so much
to report in this edition of Riders that we have run out of space. This means
that we have dropped some of the really dull old regular pages which you
stopped reading years ago anyway: stuff like the ‘Associate Observer Charter’,
which, in short, said – practice and get on with it, and don’t forget to drop
your observer a tenner at some point in the proceedings. The ‘Social and
Training Ride Guidelines’ page is also missing, but this can easily be summed
up in two rules – turn up with a full tank and an empty bladder, and don’t
ride like a dickhead.

calendar of events
September
Sun 3rd
Sat/Sun
8th/9th
Mon 10th
Mon 10th
Sat 15th
Sun16th
Mon 17th
Thurs 27th
Sat 29th
Sat 29th
Sun 30th

Social/training run to Airport Lounge, Alton, Hants.
Peterborough Training Weekend
Committee meeting
Kent Fire Bike skills Brands Hatch
IDCAM - details page 29
Observers ride-out
Area Team meetings
Group/Club night – Air Ambulance talk
Machine Control Day – details page 29
Triumph factory visit
Social/training run to Roedean Lido

October
Sat 6th
Mon 8th
Thurs 25th
Sun 28th

IDCAM - details page 29
Committee meeting
Group/Club night – quiz
Social/training run to Crabble Mill, Dover

November
Sat 10th
Sun 11th

IDCAM - details page 29
Remembrance Day run to Capel-le-Ferne memorial
site
Mon 12th Committee meeting
Thurs 29th Group/Club night

*Note that if the temperature is below 3°C the ride will be cancelled.
All dates and times are subject to change but are correct at time of going to press.
Please check on Tracker before attending any activity for up to date information.

Roads
In the last issue I promised a report on the Kent County Council meeting
which I was invited to attend as a motorcycle witness – a silent witness as it
turned out. It was an ‘interesting’ meeting which revealed some staggering
facts about Kent’s pitted roads and their non-maintenance. (See page22.)
The really good news is that the IAM, under its new CEO, Mike Quinton,
is at long last contributing to the campaign to get something done about
potholed Britain, by asking IAM members nationally to complete a survey
about the condition of the roads, and I like to think that we have played
a part in persuading them to do this. The outgoing CEO was obviously
not interested. The IAM has a priceless national database of drivers and
riders who, by definition, are interested in driving and riding as safely and
as well as they can. By asking this database of members to respond to a
survey about the state of the roads, the IAM can contribute some much
needed quantitative data to the Department for Transport, a department
of government that seems to have been asleep for the last fifty years but
which now appears to be waking up to the fact that its roads are falling
to bits. The IAM’s survey questionnaire could have been better framed but
it should nonetheless yield very valuable information, so please respond
if you have not already done so. The bigger the sample the better the
information. https://www.surveymonkey.co.uk/r/JYPZD9N

Christine Botley
Christine is a long-standing KAMG member and was until a few years ago
our Chief Observer, but she has now decided to retire from observing. As you
might remember from the feature about her in Riders last year she is a pretty
active person and as well as being a high-mileage bike rider she is also a
horse rider and a sought after judge at horse shows across Europe. Thanks
Christine for all your observing

www.ultimateear.com

CUSTOM
HEARING
PROTECTION

FOR MOTORCYCLISTS
QUALITY WITHOUT COMPROMISE
sales@ultimateear.com

+44 (0)1689 876885

Up to 2 years warranty, Wide choice of colours
CE Approved to conform to EN352-2
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Wow! What a fantastic few months
we’ve had: beautiful weather,
some great trips, fish n’ chip rides,
the barbecue, Kent Fire Bike Expo,
Machine Control Days, and we’ve
attracted lots of new members
too. The committee have been
really busy hosting these events
and we have had some fantastic
feedback: for example, Stuart
Haythorn, our IAM area manager
said, “…. saw that you had a very
successful day - superb in fact,”
at the Kent FireBike Expo, “Well
done to you and your team for
some excellent work.” The Kent
Fire Bike Expo gave us 12 new IAM
members - ten joined KAMG and
two joined EKAM. The observers
are now working hard to keep

Terry Friday and Tina at
the FireBike Expo
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them riding, as well as conducting
all the taster rides. It’s not all
plain sailing though; we are still
having issues at group night with
new members feeling a bit left
out. I would urge all members to
help the meet-and-greet team in
making new members and guests
feel welcome. Please chat to
anyone you see seated alone and
give them some encouragement.
Remember what it was like to be
a newbie. If we all do a little bit
to help each other it goes such a
long way.
It has been suggested that we
try a Chinese evening ride-out
and one is being planned, and all
other ideas are always welcome.

Terry Friday, our President,
is not able to ride a bike any
more but he is joining us on
many rides-outs as a pillion, for
which we are all grateful. As a
charity and motorbike group
we are going from strength to
strength with all your support.
I am looking forward to seeing
you out and about in the rest
of the great weather, including
on the Peterborough training
weekend.... and many more trips
and rides. We still have plenty
more planned events for the next
few months. (See Calendar of
Events on page 5.)
Safe riding
Tina Underwood

Test Passes

A warm welcome to the
Group’s new members
and existing ones

Since the last edition

Peter Hodkinson receiving Advanced Rider qualification
from Roger Lancaster

Nicola Thorpe receiving Advanced Rider qualification
from Ian Walker

Mark Stokes receiving Advanced Rider qualification
from Joe Mair

Nigel Wallis receiving Advanced Rider qualification
from Tony Young

Ian Chant receiving Advanced Rider qualification
from Ian Walker

Robert Parsons receiving Advanced Rider qualification
from Colin Underwood
RIDERS 211 August 2018
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13 - lucky
for some!

Sunday morning brought with it glorious sunshine,
so, summer gear at the ready, we head towards
Edinburgh and the Highlands, but, a few minutes later,
a cold mist descended and summer gear no longer
seemed such a great idea. Nevertheless, the weather
did nothing to lessen our awe at the sight of the Forth
Bridges one of which we duly crossed in search of the
missing sunshine.

Nicola Thorpe tells (almost) everything
They say that a picture is worth a thousand words and
if that’s the case, then you are being spared a very
long article, and whilst pictures can never do justice to
the magnificent and glorious scenes of the Highlands,
I hope that they do give you a taste of the Steve Riches
Grand Tour of Scotland.
07:00, Saturday, 26th May. My phone is buzzing,
and I know exactly why. I’m late. Rocking up at the
meeting point, with an empty tank and precariously
balanced luggage, several minutes after you’re
supposed to have left, is not exactly the best way
to endear yourself to a touring group. Never mind,
after some general heckling and emergency securing
of luggage, the Baker’s Dozen were off to Scotland.
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Skip the boring bit (M25, M11, A1M) and we find
ourselves many miles and several hours later on
the A68 riding the crests and troughs of the hills
through Northumberland, until a great standing
stone announces our arrival, finally, in Scotland. With
smiles wide and spirits high, we press onwards to the
Buccleuch Arms in Moffat, a fabulous hotel, perfect
for 13 weary bikers.

On to the Cairngorms and the Glenshee Ski Centre
where we found the sun (ironically) and some
beautiful sweeping roads that had us warmed up
again. Inverness beckoned and a fly-by of Loch Ness in
search of Nessie, and then we came to… a standstill.
A road closure due to an accident left us facing a five
hour delay or a 100 mile detour, and this when we
were a mere 20 miles from our destination. It was
while turning round here to regroup and hatch a plan
that Tina suffered her broken wrist. Fortunately, it was
while waiting for the ambulance that the two Johns
took the opportunity to go exploring and, thankfully,
they found a canal towpath that was to give me my
first experience of off-roading, and to give all of us an
escape route to our home for four days, Fort William.

On Monday we set out for the most westerly point
on the Scottish mainland, Ardnamurchan lighthouse.
It didn’t take long for the excitement of my first ever
ferry crossing, and an amazing costal road, to be
tempered by my first ever encounter with this sign:
“Single track road. Use passing places to permit
overtaking”. Little did I know then how much this sign
was going to feature over the next few days. I grew to
develop a love/hate relationship with passing places.
We pressed on to the lighthouse, making sure to
stop for ice cream regularly, and of course to visit the
Glenfinnan Viaduct (a.k.a. the Harry Potter Bridge) on
the way back to Fort William.
Tuesday brought an incredible day’s biking, and for some
of us the best day on a bike holiday ever. There’s not
much that can be said about the road to Applecross and
pictures simply cannot do justice to the fantastic roads
and incredible views we were privileged to experience
that day. Hopefully, the ones included here give you
some idea and, for those that have not been before,
perhaps they’ll encourage you to go up there yourselves
one day. Wednesday was the hottest day of the trip so
far and more ferries and ice cream beckoned. Off we
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The Harry Potter Bridge

went to the Isle of Mull and a visit to Tobermory to soak
up the sun. Having had enough of the passing places
and gravelly roads, this day became a leisurely bimble
for me (and I also made a mental note to get a ‘sensible’
bike). A visit to a cheese factory just wasn’t the same
without our Tina (who had earlier orchestrated the visit
to Wensleydale on PP5), but that didn’t stop us clearing

the shop of cheese scones. However, the highlight for all
of us was a very low-level fly past by a C-130 Hercules.
Our route back to Moffat took us past Loch Lomond
and through The Trossachs. We stopped mid-morning
to get a group picture against this glorious backdrop,
but soon found ourselves being photobombed
. . . more ferries and ice
cream beckoned on the
road to Tobermory

by a group of very enthusiastic tourists, who then
proceeded to take more selfies than even I could
manage. It became slightly embarrassing when a
further bus full of tourists arrived and we became a
double spectacle. Pictures taken, Steve led us on our
way in a beautiful synchronised procession of which the
KAMG could be justly proud. A stop at the Green Wellie,
some questionable purchases by Matt and Steve, and
we were on our way again. Nothing stood between us
and Moffat, nothing that is except for little place called
Glasgow and its delightful lunchtime traffic. The last day
in Moffat was a day of rest. I managed to clean some of

the dead bugs off my bike, others managed a trip out
to Cream O’Galloway, and we all managed to get some
much-needed rest before the long trip home.
We covered 2,000 miles and made many new
memories of an extraordinary trip to Scotland.
Huge thanks to Steve Riches for organising perfect
weather, awesome routes and the best eight days
of biking. Finally, we also managed to raise £170 for
the Pizza Bike Challenge. How did we do that, you
might ask?
Well… they say that what goes on tour, stays on tour…

Questionable purchases by Steve and Matt
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How to get a Green Badge
without taking the test
Some of KAMG’s members are serving or retired police
motorcyclists. They are exempt from taking the IAM test and
automatically become green badge holders on completion of
the police test. Dave Willson passed the police test in 2001 and
thought you might be interested in what the training involves.
There are very few routes within the police service for becoming
a motorcyclist, and the route that 95% of officers take is to join
‘traffic’. Now, there are two types of police motorcyclists: those that
want to be traffic officers, and those that want to be a motorbike
cop. The first group view riding a bike as a necessary evil and
they’ll struggle through their bike course, then, having passed
out, they’ll do everything in their power to avoid ever riding a bike
again. The second type of officer, and I put myself in this category,
is the one who wants to be a motorbike cop, who is a keen biker,
who was raised on a diet of Chips (the TV show, not the food),
Steve McQueen jumping fences – and yes, I know he didn’t do
it – Tom Cruise riding his Z900, and on films like Electra Glide in
Blue, On any Sunday and The Wild One. This second type of officer
views being in ‘traffic’ as a necessary evil. He will pass his bike
course with flying colours and spend every working hour riding
a bike, come rain or shine, or snow. If you ever get stopped by a
motorcycle cop, you definitely want to hope it’s the second type
because he will probably spend ten minutes talking about your
bike, telling you that he used to own one, or that he does own one,
or is going to buy one next. He’ll probably ask you if you’ve done
BikeSafe, and then send you on your way with a flea in your ear.
But remember that to be a motorcycle cop he first had to pass the
three week long police motorcycle course, including the feared
and much talked about obstacle course.
On day one of that course a class full of eager young officers
present themselves in brand new leathers, brand new and
crippling Altburg boots, and if they were clever enough to
convince the clothing branch that they had an odd shaped head,
a nice Shoei helmet, or if not a BMW System 2. Yuk, nasty things.
All are slightly nervous at the prospect of an hour long written
exam on Roadcraft and the Highway Code. In my police career I
took this exam five times – standard car course, van course, PSU
(police support unit) carrier course, advanced car course, and bike
course, and the first question was the same every time: “What is
the system of car/bike control, and the definition of a hazard?”
There was no such thing as multi-guess answers back then so the
answer was written out long hand: “The system of car/motorcycle
control is a system or drill each feature of which is considered…A
hazard is anything having an element of actual…It is only through
constant practice that skill in the application of the system can
be acquired…and so on.” Boom, that one question made up
60% of the marks. There then followed three more questions
each worth 10%: “What are the causes of a skid?” “What are the
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rules for braking/steering?”, “What are the common faults when
using an automatic gearbox?” and so on. Obviously I’m mixing
car and bike questions here. The last 10% of marks were made
up of ten highway code questions, such as, “What’s the distance
between the red countdown markers on the approach to a level
crossing?” I’ll wait a minute while you scrabble for your highway
code… Found it? OK. The type two officers would usually score
somewhere above 90%, having spent the previous month eating,
sleeping, and breathing Roadcraft. The type one officer would
score somewhere in the 70s having just done enough to scrape
by; after all, “Why do I need to know poxy Roadcraft, after this
poxy course, if I have my way, I’m never going to ride a poxy bike
again.” And then of course there are the poor unfortunate souls
who fail to reach the required standard and who are drummed off
the course, their police motorcycling career in tatters. Their only
consolation being that they may get another go sometime in the
future, and if not they’ve got about a grand’s worth of free bike kit.
Incidentally, I was initially offered a bike course in 1993 when I was
on a surveillance unit. I was given a chit for a thousand pounds
to spend in Slocombes Motorcycles – Shoei helmet, Daytona
boots, Rukka jacket, and other bits and pieces – only to have
my course cancelled. I then left the unit before another course
became available. Thanks taxpayer for the free bike kit. I digress.
I eventually did the bike course in 2001, as stated, and having
taken the exam on four occasions previously I passed with flying
colours. The rest of the morning was taken up with administration
and eyesight tests. A couple of people failed the eyesight test and
were given the option to go to Vision Express in their lunch break.

The afternoon of the first day was spent introducing us to the two
bikes the police were using at the time – the Honda Pan European
and the BMW RT1100. It soon became clear what the instructors
thought of the BMW as they all rode Pans. As the course
progressed it became clear that the Honda was a much better
bike, and it was a mad rush after breakfast each morning not to
get left riding a tractor. We were shown how to sit on the bike; no
Rossi toes allowed. They then explained a phenomenon with the
Pan called the Pan wobble. Honda spend thousands if not millions
developing the handling of their bikes including wind tunnel
testing, and then the Met Police come along and cock it all up by
fitting a megaphone for the sirens to the crash bar down by the
right foot, and that acts as an air scoop. This is all well and good
apart from the fact that it causes an alarming wobble at about
90mph. It’s not a problem, you just have to ride through it and it
stops at about 110mph, but you need to be forewarned because
the first time you experience it, it feels like you’ve got a rear wheel
puncture, or like you’re riding on the edge of a mattress, and the
last thing you want to do at those speeds is snap shut the throttle
and induce a massive tank slapper.
Then came the next part of the course, which again was a pass or
fail and could see you packing your bags - the manual handling.
This involved pushing a bike around the driving school, uphill,
downhill, up and down kerbs, and pushing it forward and
backwards. We next learnt how to put it on and off the main stand.
The reality is that once out and about on patrol you’re going to use
the side stand 90% of the time, but to pass the course you have to
use the main stand. Not a problem if like me you’re 6’3” and weigh
13st. But if you’re vertically challenged, light weight or, dare I say
it, a woman, this can be a real problem. Like most things, however,
I found that if you listen to what you’re being told, which is a
struggle for some people, I know, and put it into practice, you’ll be
OK. Technique not brute force is the answer to getting it on to the
stand. The secret to taking it or any bike off of the stand is to put
the handlebars in the one o’clock position. This way when you rock
it off the stand it will automatically fall towards you. Simples.
The police driving school at Hendon is revered as being the best
in the world and as such a certain amount of bullshit has to be
endured. After breakfast a parade is taken where you line up in
three ranks and you’re inspected to make sure your uniform is smart
and your boots are shiny. Once dismissed it’s over to the bikes for
a first ride. Not so fast! There’s the daily inspection first. The daily
inspection is a more in-depth POWER, POWDER, POWDDERRSSS or
by the time this goes to press PPOWWWWDDERRSSSSSSS checks.
POWER was the original acronym that, as we all know, means petrol,
oil, water, electrics, and rubber, and which constantly gets added
to, a bit like DRSABC, for those of you that know first aid. As well as
the POWDDERRSSS, the wheel, swing arm and headset bearings
are checked, as are the blue lights and two-tones. In reality these
could be part of the E and S checks. Finally, at long last we’re going
to be allowed to ride the bikes, and it all begins with slow riding in a
game of follow the leader around the roads on the Hendon Estate.
Nothing too demanding, just a flavour of the bikes. Have a go on the
Pan and the RT, also they had a couple of BMW K75s at the school
which no longer got used on the roads as they were well past their
use-by date. They were kept for slow riding practice as it didn’t really
matter if they got dropped, and boy did those bikes get dropped.

I can honestly say that in my 30 year career I saw a huge amount
of taxpayers’ money wasted, but there was never a more worthy
investment by the taxpayer than the crash bars fitted to those riding
school bikes. They really earnt their money. We were taught how to
pick a bike up after having laid it down, again as much technique as
brute strength, and it’s a good job we were because during those
early days of slow riding it seemed that every time you looked
round someone was picking a bike up having fallen off.
One of the first things the instructors introduced us to was the
dreaded and much talked about ‘full-lock turn’. As I’m sure we all
know when slow riding, and I mean at speeds slower than walking
speed, you control that speed by balancing the throttle, clutch and
back brake. I say “balancing”, but in those early days it was more
like juggling. Now, suppose the average man in the street wants
to do a U turn, he will turn the bars nearly fully to the left or right
depending which way he’s going and as he turns he will waggle
them a little bit to maintain balance. Well with a full lock turn you
have to have the handlebars turned fully against the stop and
that is where they have to stay. Try it next time you’re out on your
bike. Place the bars fully against the stop, and pull away keeping
the bars there. I guarantee that within about six feet you will have
lost your balance and, I hope, will have put your foot down. We
seemed to practise these endlessly, clockwise, anti-clockwise,
round and round until we were dizzy. This was all in preparation
for the obstacle course which basically boiled down to a slalom
around some cones, however the cones are so closely placed
together that if you don’t do a full lock turn around every cone,
after about the third one you start going too wide to complete the
course. This was the one and only time everyone wanted to ride a
BMW as it had a smaller turning circle than the Pan. Just to prove a
point though, one of the instructors demonstrated riding through
the course on a Pan, with another instructor sat on top of the
radio box (this is where the pillion seat would be on a civilian bike)
facing backwards whilst explaining what the rider was doing.
The first couple of days continued in the same way, being taught
block gear changing and braking techniques. Incidentally, which
has the shortest braking distance, a Pan European with three pot,
twin floating disc up front and a single rear, linked brakes and abs.
Or a little Honda XR250, tiny little single pot disc front and rear,
I’ll let you ponder that. We were then taught the ‘Hendon Shuffle’.
Let me explain: imagine you’re stopping at a red traffic light. You
should stop in first gear, having done your braking, coming to a
halt with your right foot on the back brake and putting your left
foot down. Then you should put your right foot down, put your left
foot up and select neutral. After that you should swap feet again
and sit with your foot on the back brake in case you get shunted
from the rear. Then, as you see the lights about to change, swap
feet again to put the bike in first, then swap feet again and pull
away with your foot releasing the back brake. Is that clear? Good,
now you can see why they call it a shuffle, more like a bloody jig.
Day three comes and finally a chance to get out on the road.
We were split into four-man squads, with each squad made up
of three pupils and one instructor. Our instructor was called
Neil, commonly known as the Japanese sniper because he wore
round wire-framed glasses and looked like…well, you guessed
it, a Japanese sniper. Before unleashing us on to the public
RIDERS 211 August 2018
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reservation is to your offside and bike two’s front wheel is to your
nearside. Now, bear in mind that this is a police course where
you’re being trained to answer emergency calls and as such
when you hit the nationals speed limits don’t apply and you’re
expected to ride as fast as it is safe to do so. On a motorway that
can easily be 120-130 mph, which is about as fast as a Pan will go.
Some students get a bit twitchy riding at these speed in a tight
formation and will start to slow down, and that’s no good. If you’re
doing 90mph when it is safe to do 120 mph then you’ll fail the
course through lack of progress, or as the Institute of Advanced
Motorists likes to call it “lack of sparkle”.

roads we were first taught to ride in squad formation. This is a
bit like squaddies marching. It’s a way of moving a large body of
motorcyclists around without taking up all the road and at the
same time looking smart. It’s used on 70mph dual carriageways
and motorways where you don’t need to position for vision, and
for riding smartly around town. Once you hit a road where you
need to position then you break ranks so to speak. For the purpose
of training the instructor is always number two bike. So let’s say
we’re in lane three of a motorway. Number one bike positions
himself to the offside of the lane. Number two bike positions
himself to the nearside of number one so that his front wheel is
next to bike one’s nearside pannier. Bike three is behind bike one
with his front wheel next to bike two’s offside pannier, and so on.
In theory it sounds quite simple. In reality it is anything but. To
do it well you need to have a lot of confidence in your own riding
ability and that of the people riding so close to you. You need a
good knowledge of your bike’s handling, and above all you need
to keep your vision up and remember the bike will go where you
look. So, if you’re looking at the Dutch drain next to the armco,
then guess where you’re going. Like all things in life that look
easy to do it requires hours of practice and the instructors on the
course have massive right arms from constantly waving in an
attempt to get the formation to close up, or at least that’s their
excuse. Most guys get the hang of it but for some it’s a real issue.
Let’s imagine you’re bike one in lane three of the motorway. In
effect, you’ve only got half a lane width to ride in as the central

Officer Willson not riding a tractor.
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The instructors will demonstrate how supremely confident they
are at this sort of riding. You’ll be bike one in the formation doing
a 100mph plus, concentrating like you’ve never concentrated
before, riding on the absolute limit of safety, your ability, and
the bike’s ability, or so you thought. It’s at times like these that
the instructor will ride up next to you and offer you a Polo. Or
open your pannier to see what’s inside. I was once asked on a
debrief why I was in fifth and not sixth gear. When I enquired
how the instructor knew what gear I was in, he replied, “Because
I had a look at your rev counter.” As an aside, whilst talking about
national speed limits, I remember a hoo-hah a few years ago
about a fly-on-the-wall documentary showing a police driving
school up north somewhere. The instructors referred to the
national speed limit signs as GLF signs which apparently means
“go like f…” Well I can say, hand on heart, during all my driving
and riding courses I never heard that expression once.
Neil led the way, giving us a demonstration ride of how it should
be done; positioning, filtering, limit-points and so on, and then
the moment of truth, he waved me through. This was it, I was
lead bike, my moment in the spotlight, time to shine. I thought I
was holding all the aces for several reasons: one, I’d been riding
bikes for 20 years; two, when I started riding at the age of 17 I’d
completed a training scheme run by the RAC in conjunction with
the ACU and unbeknownst to me I’d been taught to ride to the
system as laid out in Roadcraft right from day one, and three, I
was already an advanced police car driver so I knew all about the
system and positioning, and limit points. Anyway, I didn’t think I
was going that quickly, although I did want to show that I could
make a bit of progress, but a couple of times I did have to slow
down and wait for Neil. Now, don’t get me wrong, it wasn’t that
Neil couldn’t keep up, I’m under no illusions about that; even now
Neil can ride rings around me; no, Neil had to wait for bikes three
and four that were struggling to keep up. Anyway, we eventually
pulled over at the obligatory greasy spoon for the debrief and Neil
said, “Right, I know what that was all about. You’ve been stuck on
those school roads for a couple of days and then you’ve had to
follow me and finally you got in front and you thought, right” at
this point he clapped his hands together to punctuate his point,
“right, time to show this wanker how to ride a bike.” A fair summary
of events I thought. “Anyway,” he continued, “now that’s out of your
system we’ll do it properly from now on, shall we?” After each ride
the instructor fills out a report book and the opening sentence in
mine was, “Light blue touch paper and stand well back.”

Fly Ride to Marrakech
Ian Burchell does it the easy way
Christine and I have been fortunate over the past 20 or
more years to have holidayed on our bike and visited many
of the European countries. Then some years ago we visited
Marrakech and hired a scooter for a day to visit more of
the sights than we could see on foot, including the smaller
back streets. After this experience we had a hankering to
revisit Morocco and ride around on a larger bike. I did look
at riding all the way there and crossing on the ferry from
Spain, but this would take time and create wear and tear
on the bike. I also looked at crating and freighting the bike
nearer to the ferry port. This was quite pricey, although
convenient, and it would have saved the wear and tear,
and also I would have had the advantage of using my own
bike on rough and unknown roads. In the end, however, we
decided to book a package holiday to Marrakech and then
hire a bike for the week at a cost of about 90 euros a day. We
took our own helmets and kit as hold luggage – though I
did wear my summer boots and jacket on the plane on the
way out. On the way back I wore my armoured jeans, which
caused some consternation and confusion when I went
through the airport security searches!
British Airways supplied a flight and a half-board
hotel some 30 minutes’ walk from the central square
in Marrakech and ‘Rental Marrakech Wheels Moto’
(coincidentally the same company we had previously hired
a scooter from), supplied a Yamaha VT660 motorcycle.
(http://www.marrakech-roues.com‚ The hire company was
based right near the main square of Jemaa el-Fna, and
Ali, the proprietor, was helpful and spoke enough English
to be useful. He offered a parking space outside the shop
when we visited the town square and offered to look after
our helmets as well. All good stuff. The bike was clean
and tidy with just over 10,000km on the clock and it had
a small Givi top box – to be honest it was a lot newer and
nicer than I was expecting.

My first ride back to the hotel on Marrakech city roads
was a bit of an eye-opener and it took me a few minutes
to get the hang of things. Red traffic lights do not appear
to mean much to scooters and bikes, while the wearing of
motorcycle helmets was almost non-existent and the police
seemed to be happy if riders just carried their helmets on
the bike, this included cycle helmets. As for
riding on the right – this seemed to
be the rule, most of the time.
Lane discipline was sketchy
to say the least, as was
maintaining a two
second gap between
vehicles. Apparently
at night you don’t
even need to have
lights on if you are
travelling at less than
20mph, which made
crossing the road
interesting. But having
said all this, there was
a certain sort of logic to
what was going on and a
fair degree of positivity was
the order of the day. When in
Rome and all that.
Thereafter we travelled out and about every day for the
week including visiting Essaouira, a lovely seaside town
on the Atlantic coast to the west of Marrakech. The single
carriageway two-lane road out of Marrakech was a bit
dodgy as the locals like to overtake, no matter what is
coming the other way and this included me. In fact, one
coach driver on an overtake indicated to me that I should
be driving in the kerbside cycle lane to give him space to

The second part of Dave Willson’s easy road to a Green Badge will
be in the next issue of Riders.
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...riding on the right seemed to be the rule most of the time

the towns which have grand avenues lined with trees and
public gardens and the fanciest street lights we have ever
seen. Civic pride seems important and in these areas very
little litter is to be seen even when the traditional market
places appear run down and dirty. Why are our towns
strewn with litter with so little money spent on gardens,
roundabouts and the like?
pass; at least that is what I think his hand signals meant.
Further along the road we witnessed the urban myth of
‘goats in the trees’ and took pictures to prove it is not a
myth after all, although Christine assured me (spoiler alert)
that the locals set it all up in order to persuade tourists to
stop, take pictures and pay for the privilege.
We also went to the Atlas Mountains to the south of the
city where there are some stunning views and challenging
roads. The Ourika valley in particular was a delight. The
road followed the river upstream into the hills with many
outdoor restaurants and coffee shops on the river banks,
but as it was the time of Ramadan most of these were
closed. This meant the road was relatively quiet, but we did
eventually find a café open at the end of the valley in Setti
Fatma. One ride took us to the town of Asni and lake Lalla
Takerkoust and this involved a ride across a high mountain
plain with not much except the spectacular scenery to take
in and one or two very small villages with residents laying
out poppy flowers to dry. This part of Morocco is a really
green and pleasant land. A trip to the mountains east of
Marrakech found us in Demnate looking for the famous
waterfalls near this ancient town. It was another scenic ride
through the foothills of the Atlas mountains, although we
never did find the waterfalls.
Generally the road surfaces were pretty good except when
we entered the villages. The tarmac then stopped and
reverted to lumpy, bumpy dirt tracks, which was one of
the reasons I hired an off-road trail type bike. I started to
long for a British pothole or two. Quite surprisingly a lot
of money has been spent on the approaches to some of
16
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down a small backstreet on the last day when the bike got
nudged and I had a wobble. Apparently a young man on
a cycle had snatched Christine’s mobile phone from her
jacket pocket, she snatched it back and then hit the wouldbe thief, who disappeared down an alleyway to lick his
wounds – hence the wobble. I learnt two things from this:
never get between my wife and her property, and keep an
eye out for a red-hooded cyclist in Marrakech town centre.

cylinder machine and it did not like running at anything
under 3,000 revs, when the engine mapping/fuelling
could have been better and smoother. However it fired
up every morning without a problem and did not miss a
beat all week. On the plus side petrol is only £1 per litre in
Morocco. Would we do it again? Yes we would. In fact I am
looking to go somewhere else to do something similar.

What about the bike? Not my first choice for a long ride,
but it did the job. It was a bit lumpy as befits a single

Pictures by Ian and Christine Burchell.

Any suggestions?

Our rides around Marrakech city and its suburbs were
always interesting, encountering a large variety of differing
vehicles from donkey carts to high-end BMWs, and in
amongst all of this there were hundreds of small bikes and
scooters. I was surprised to find out too that all parking
is regulated and controlled by wardens in every street
and this includes two-wheelers which are parked on the
pavement blocking pedestrian paths. Apparently three
dirham a day is the locals’ rate for bikes – that’s about 30p
– but tourists get charged a lot more. Fortunately our hotel
came to an arrangement with the wardens and I was able
to park outside the front doors for a small price for the
whole week. I do have to say it was great fun watching the
game of drivers trying to get away without paying, whilst
the wardens ran down the street trying to stop them and
claim their cash. This is just one of the things to get used to
in places like Marrakech. Another is that everyone is your
friend and wants to sell you something or show you around
the sights, for a monetary reward of course. One other
issue is the gulf between the ‘haves’ and the ‘have-nots’,
which was really noticeable in the back streets behind the
markets, where some of the shops and workshops would
not get through our Health and Safety rules and where
subsistence living appeared to be the
norm. However, the advantage of riding
a bike is that it does prevent the barrage
of traders trying to sell their goods and it
offers a different view of the city.
We really only had one unpleasant
moment and that was nothing to do
with my riding (honestly). We were going
RIDERS 211 August 2018
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WE HAVE MOVED

PIZZA-BIKE CHALLENGE
This hare-brained scheme was hatched by the harebrained KAMG members while on their hare-brained trip
to Nordkapp last year. I guess that one hare-brain said,
“Hey, next year, let’s go from Land’s End to John O’ Groats
on pizza delivery bikes.” And just to make that idea sound
slightly less stupid, someone else obviously said, “Yeh, and
let’s do it for charity,” because, as we all know, the most
stupid things are OK if you do them ‘for charity’.

COME AND VISIT
OUR NEW SHOWROOM

Andy Stagg and Martin Brown tell all

. . . its just 50m up the road
from the previous one!
A2 Motorcycles are a Yamaha Premier dealership in
Gravesend, Kent. We are your one-stop-shop for all
things motorcycle! We offer a friendly, honest and
personal service that our regulars love.
You can too!

We sell New and Used bikes, and have a great team of
mechanics to service repair and MOT your vehicle. Our
mechanics have over 60 years experience between them,
so you can rest assured that your pride and joy is in safe
hands! We don’t just ‘do’ Yamaha, we love ALL makes and
models and can work on these too.
If it’s clothing that you are after, then pop into the
showroom and see what fits and suits you best. We have
an extensive range of helmets, jackets, gloves, trousers,
boots and even ear plugs! If you need it, we will have it.
Don’t just take our word for it, next time that your out for
a ride, pop into the showroom for a cuppa , it will be great
to see you!

A2 Motorcycles, 50 Singlewell Road
Gravesend, Kent DA11 7PW

01474 320200
sales@a2motorcycles.co.uk
info@a2motorcycles.co.uk
www.a2motorcycles.co.uk
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Jim Pullum, Andy Stagg, Martin Brown and Steve Riches

Land’s End to John O’Groats is an iconic trip in name and
nature; people do it all the time; they do it on bicycles and
probably on roller skates, but we were going to do it on
pizza delivery bikes, and we were going to travel through
three countries and at least 20 different counties on our
journey. We decided not to use motorways because of the
very limited performance of our little Hondas. Cyclists who
do the trip also have to avoid motorways, and they do it in
about 870 miles, but we were going to take 1350 miles. The
‘we’ in this case being four KAMG members: Steve Riches,
Jim Pullum, Martin Brown and Andy Stagg. Three of us on
the bikes and Jim driving the support van.
The route we chose was not ‘as the crow flies’ but as wiggly
and as tortuous as possible, all ‘A’ and ‘B’ roads and steep hills.
It was rather loosely based on something called The Garbage
Run, which is a trip organised by young adventurer and former
speaker at KAMG, Nathan Millward, he of the Australia-to-UK
ride that he made on a 105cc Honda post-bike. We tweaked his
Garbage Run routes to suit the long summer day lengths and
the distances that we needed to do (200 miles a day average)

in order to get us there and back within a working vacation
week for those of us still employed, and also to fit in with the
location of campsites for our overnight stops. We wondered
whether such little bikes under such big people would make
it? We were about to find out.
We arrived in Penzance by train and van in time for tea
on Friday June 29th, and next morning a quick sprint to
Penzance for the obligatory photo-call, found us among
assorted cyclists, joggers and Garbage Runners who were
also doing the End to End trip. Day one was to take us
from Land’s End down to the bottom of Porlock Hill (1 in 4)
via Padstow, Tintagel and Muddiford. We all made
it but thought we might need new brake
discs. From Porlock our route was along
the Devon coast with spectacular
views, which in the sunshine could
easily have been somewhere
in the Mediterranean. Second
breakfast at Cheddar Gorge,
then Minehead, Bridgewater,
Bristol, across the Severn
Bridge and a long blast up
to Hereford and Telford. Day
three saw us in the Derbyshire
Dales and then into Yorkshire,
where Steve had some clutch
troubles which were ‘expertly’
repaired at the roadside before
we roared on through Hebden Bridge
and Skipton, to our bunkhouse, The Green
Dragon near Hawes. Next day, after ripping
through the North Pennines and Northumberland, we
arrived in Scotland and pitched camp in Largs in time to
get into town to watch the World Cup footy in what was
possibly the hottest pub ever. So hot that we gave up at
half-time and went back to our tents.
Each day we remarked on how blessed we were to be
travelling in such fantastic scenery and seeing so many
interesting and amazing places on the way. It was really no
hardship, especially as we all took on the role of being 17
again and were like grinning adolescents on an escape from
home. “No change there then,” you say. There were some
odd little moments such as when Andy was
tapped on the shoulder at a red traffic
light somewhere in Herefordshire
by a cyclist who asked, on
RIDERS 211 August 2018
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seeing our stickers for the Pizza Run, when we intended
to get there, John O’ Groats, that is? He thought that he
would be there before us, just using his legs. Oh the shame;
but remember he was only doing 800 miles, not 1300 like
us; excuses, excuses. On another day at a pee break in a
layby, Andy’s bike on side-stand went down with him on it.
Had to be done. It was inevitable. Habit of a lifetime! Then
there was the drag racing three abreast on a very quiet
road: don’t ask. And the hilarity when Martin decided to
don his kilt and tweeds as we entered Scotland. The kilt
was held down by a hefty sporran, but the act was never
to be repeated after his knees suffered severe sunburn…
in Scotland! The sight of the ‘Pizza Run 125 Peloton’ with
Steve tucking in and slipstreaming behind Martin or viceversa, sometimes for miles, was not to be forgotten either,
with the uphill downhill exchange of leaders that was
dependent on the weight of the rider, the knackered nature
of the engines and/or the equally knackered nature of the
front suspension .
The morning of day five was glorious and sunny, and as we
raced out from Largs in Ayrshire heading for the Gourock to
Dunoon Ferry, we noticed that we were being matched by
a surfaced nuclear submarine in the Firth of Clyde. Not sure
who won. This was shortly followed, after the ferry crossing,
by the plaintive sound of bagpipes accompanying us as we
ate our second breakfast at Inverary Mill. Then onwards and
upwards via Glencoe, Fort William and on to Skye. It was
a real stunner of a day, marked once again, as we pulled
into a lunch stop in the Glen with a deep gravel car park,
where for the second time Andy dropped his bike to roars
of unsympathetic laughter from the observers – not general
public observers, just the smug KAMG ones.

carburettor float issue if it was flooding the carb when flat
out. But it didn’t matter as the full journey, Land’s End to
John O’Groats, had been completed and the fact that one
bike went in the van five miles earlier than anticipated was
no big deal. It just left one more day of riding for two bikes
to Inverness Airport where we loaded all three into the van
for Jim and Steve to drive home, whilst we flew south in an
EasyJet plane at the same time as England were beating
Sweden at the World Cup.

Day six was to be equally rewarding starting as it did with
a second breakfast of smoked salmon and scrambled
eggs at Lochcarron and then on to Applecross, Shieldaig
and Torridon in bright sunshine heading for Ullapool. At
Achnasheen we had a breakdown when the fully open
(it was always fully open) throttle of Mr Riches’ bike failed
to close and fuel was gurgling forth. Amazingly, the calm
service team of Jim and Steve managed to rebuild the
carburettor float complete with a tiny metal pin and off we
went to our slightly different destinations: the Achmelvich
Shore Caravan and Camping site for two of us and a B&B for
the other two.
Andy spent that evening trying to fix (again) his clunking,
loose, stretching, bag-o-nails chain whilst listening to the
far-off call of Riches snoring in his tent some 200 yards away
where he had fallen asleep within seconds at only eight o’
clock. The adjusted chain was fully tested by riding around
Steve’s tent several times, but he was still sounding off so
Andy went for a walk on the beautiful white sandy beach,
talking with the folks there about the joys of life in such
a place, and the hazards too, including the hundreds of
jellyfish which were present because of the heatwave. He
learnt, apparently, that it was the intention of many ladies
to skinny dip at midnight in that beautiful bay, that very
night, but Andy was sound asleep in his tent by 11pm, he
says.
The last day to JoGro was again sublime, perhaps the
weather was cooler and a little grey but we set off early
for the big push only to stop for the day’s second breakfast
at Drumbeg where cheese pies fresh from the oven were
really welcome after a first breakfast of porridge in camp
(that is, for those who were not in a B&B). This was followed
by the Cocoa Mountain Cafe Dunveg and, of course,
a pizza at John O’Groats in the Storehouse Cafe as the
Grand Finale to the trip. Then came the final breakdown
of Steve’s poor little Honda Innova en route for Wick and
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our wigwam bunkroom where we enjoyed our last meal
together: a Chinese take away. No haggis here I am afraid.
Steve’s bike ended up in the van, but it was still leaking
fuel. Andy thinks this was down to a faulty vacuum petcock
(tap) which should isolate the draining of the tank if the
engine is not going, and which could have caused the first

We riders had survived and thoroughly enjoyed our trip,
and hope that our super van driver, Jim Pullum, did too. At
the time of writing (mid July) the sum of money raised for
our three charities – The Royal British Legion, MacMillan
Cancer Support and the RNLI – is standing at about £1700,
plus £400 gift aid, and is a tribute to all KAMG members,
family and friends, and non-riding sponsors who supported
us on this adventure. Of course you could say that we could
probably have raised more just by donating the cost of our
secondhand pizza bikes + fuel + accommodation and food,
but where would the fun have been in that? And boy it was
fun!
www.sponsorme.co.uk/martinbrown/pizza-bikechallenge-2018.aspx
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Come to where the action is . . .
Come to Catalonia!
On trails...

On track...

On tarmac...
Our rural, off-grid Finca is the perfect base from which to explore this beautiful area of Spain
Trail bikes available for guests. Discounts for IAM members. www.catalanadventure.co.uk
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Kent County Council scrutinises itself
While Nick Farley watched fascinated and frustrated in compulsory silence
Deep in the bowels of County Hall, Maidstone, there whirrs a
little known cog in the gearbox of democracy called The Scrutiny
Committee. As its name implies this committee ‘scrutinises’, and
that means that it subjects various council departments to its
admittedly not very critical gaze and, presumably, tries to improve
performance, though I’m not sure about that last bit. You may
remember in the last magazine that I said I would report on a
meeting of the Scrutiny Committee that I was asked to attend, as
a witness, to speak about the condition of Kent’s roads on behalf
of motorcyclists. This meeting has been ‘on’ and ‘off’ several times
since it was first proposed last year, but after another couple of
false starts it did finally happen at very short notice on Friday
6th July at 10am. The Chairman decided at the last minute (and
apparently exceeded his authority in doing so) that there would
be no witnesses and I would not be allowed to speak after all.
However, streetwise Lib Dem councillor Trudy Dean, was up to this
crafty move, and had asked me to submit written statements that
she was allowed to read to the meeting. (Those statements are
reproduced below.)

There did seem to be genuine surprise and concern among some
of the councillors at the way in which claimants were being treated
by the KCC. The position which the insurance wallahs adopt appears
to be that anyone who makes a claim is probably, at the very least,
just trying it on and is likely to be guilty of fraud, and the claimant is
also accused of acting selfishly and immorally by trying to deprive
the KCC of money which is needed elsewhere. If you have ever made
a claim you will know that the claims form tells you to consider
carefully before claiming because your claim will cost the KCC
money which could otherwise be spent on frontline services. It is
just possible that as a result of the debate at this Scrutiny Committee
meeting that attitude might change…a tiny weeny bit. It won’t alter
the fact that any claim you make will still be heard by a ‘kangaroo
court’ of the insurance wallahs. They will be judge and jury in their
own private court and you won’t even be present. And when your
claim is rejected, as it almost certainly will be, you will be told not to
appeal because the courts (and I think they mean the proper ones
here) always support the council’s decision. All this is perfectly legal,
apparently. You’re not surprised are you?

At the meeting that I attended it was the Council’s highway blokes
who were under scrutiny and also the insurance people who
handle the claims for compensation made by members of the
public who suffer injury or damage after hitting a pothole that the
highway blokes have failed to fill in.

Did my being there do any good? Well, yes, I think it did do a little
bit of good. Not much good, but a little. I think that it genuinely
did highlight the special problems which poor road maintenance
presents to the two wheel brigade, something which I think had
been greatly underestimated by the council despite two of the
councillors claiming to have been sometime motorcyclists. Ian
Chittenden, the Lib/Dem Highways spokesman, did say to me
afterwards that without my statements there would have been
virtually no discussion on the subject rather than the prolonged
debate and questioning that actually took place. And it was clear
too, that many, perhaps most, members of the committee were
surprised to hear how poorly people are treated when they make
perfectly legitimate claims to the KCC for damage or injury suffered
as a result of hitting a Kentish pothole. So, there you have it: a
morning watching the KCC scrutinise itself. Not an edifying sight,
but I do believe that perhaps the tiniest morsel of good came out
of it. Maybe not. Who knows?

A number of alarming facts emerged in the course of the
meeting, not the least being the acknowledgement that as far as
the KCC is concerned its 5500 miles of road assets are, to use its
own words, in a state of “managed decline”. How about that? The
KCC is simply sitting back and watching its roads deteriorate, but
in a ‘managed’ sort of way. The KCC is now, by its own admission,
some £700million behind in its road repair and maintenance
programme, and it requires, according to its own highways
people, about £55million a year simply to prevent the roads from
getting any worse than they are at the moment. However, when
you learn that it is actually spending only £13million a year - less
than a quarter of what it knows is required - it is no surprise to
learn that its roads are in decline, the only issue is whether that
decline is in any sense ‘managed’. To me it just seems haphazard.
Some councillors seemed very concerned about this underspend
and wondered whether they could ever be in the position of
being charged with corporate manslaughter if a road death was
the result of the council’s known underspend and, therefore, in
effect, its admitted negligence in maintaining its roads.
It seemed to me that the highway men under scrutiny were of
the view that although their roads might be a bit dodgy they
are ‘safe’, yet when asked what the definition of ‘safe’ was they
admitted there is no such definition. In other words they simply
say that they are ‘safe’ and that’s that. No one appears to have
pushed the point before. However, when you read KCC’s blurb
about its roads you will find that the words ‘safe’ and ‘safety’
appear over and over again, but they are patently meaningless
words when used in the context of the KCC’s roads because no
one knows what ‘safe’ is. ‘Safe’ is an abstract concept; it sounds
good but actually means nothing. What ‘safe’ actually means
to the KCC is that virtually every insurance claim made can
be rejected because in the Council’s view it has done enough
to comply with the rather woolly requirements of the 1980
Highways Act. Appropriately, the insurance people were the
next to be ‘scrutinised’.
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Statement to the Scrutiny Committee about
the condition of the roads in Kent and the
danger they represent to those on two wheels

I am a motorcyclist. I ride in all weather throughout the year and
cover between eight and ten thousand miles a year on a motorbike
in the UK and Europe, but principally in Kent. I have passed the
Institute of Advanced Motorists test for motorcycles and have also
passed the RoSPA motorcycling test to Gold standard. The purpose
of this statement is to try to ensure that everyone at the KCC who
is in a position to make decisions, or to influence decisions, about
maintaining and looking after the roads in the county, understands
just how dangerous many of Kent’s roads are to those of us on
two wheels, whether we are cyclists, motorcyclists or scooter and
moped riders. Far too often it seems that judgements about what
constitutes a ‘safe’ road are made only from the point of view of the
driver of a car or larger vehicle; there does not seem to be any real
understanding of how difficult and dangerous it can be to navigate
Kent’s roads on two wheels.
I fully understand the enormous pressure on budgets which you
have to cope with, and with over five and half thousand miles of
road to look after no one is expecting every inch to be billiardtable-smooth, but motorcyclists should, I think, be able to ride

on ‘A’ roads and the busier, more important, of the ‘B’ roads, in
safety. However, we can’t because of the number of potholes and
other dangerous irregularities in the road surface, such as sunken
manhole covers and degraded edges to old trenches.
It is one of the central tenets of advanced driving and riding, as
taught by the police and by the Institute of Advanced Motorists
and by RoSPA, that one should look as far ahead as possible in
order to plan one’s actions and to anticipate hazards and problems.
Indeed, it is precisely because people do not look far enough
ahead while driving or riding that many accidents occur. Looking
well ahead whilst riding a motorbike is of paramount importance:
a motorcyclist is often much less able than a car driver to take
avoiding action when the unexpected happens and a motorcyclist
is obviously more vulnerable to any mistakes of his own or another
road user’s making, hence the overriding need for a motorcyclist to
anticipate as far ahead as possible what is likely to happen as the
road unfolds in front of him. It is this absolutely vital ability to look
ahead which is so badly compromised by the current poor state of
the roads: the need to spend too much time looking at the road
immediately in front of the bike in order to avoid hitting a pothole
means that often insufficient time is spent looking well ahead. You
may well ask why a motorcyclist should bother about hitting a
pothole, after all car drivers do it all the time and apart from being
shaken up everything is OK. The answer is that a pothole that is
simply uncomfortable for a car driver, and even unnoticeable to
a lorry driver, can cause a motorcyclist to have an accident. To hit
an unavoidable pothole on a motorbike in broad daylight on a dry
road is dangerous; to hit a large, unexpected pothole in the dark,
on a wet night, in the middle of a corner, is very unnerving. To
have your handlebars wrenched from your grip and to be thrown
out of the saddle is more than being simply ‘uncomfortable’, it
is, at the very least, frightening and it can be very dangerous. It
is, incidentally, interesting to note how much easier it is to ride
in most European countries where the roads are in much better
condition and one is able, in general, to rely on there not being a
deep pothole hiding round a corner.
How often do motorcyclists hit potholes and sustain injuries or
machine damage? In a survey conducted last October among the
374 members of the Kent Advanced Motorcyclists Group – a club
affiliated to the Institute of Advanced Motorists, and of which I
am a member – found that 1 in 7, that’s worth repeating, 1 in 7
had suffered injury and/or machine damage as a result of hitting a
pothole while riding. These riders are not maniacs. These are riders
who are all very experienced: these are riders who care about how
they ride and want to ride to the best of their ability; all have either
passed or are training to take their Advanced Riding test; some
of them are ex motorcycle policemen; 50 of them are fully tested
Observers of the Institute of Advanced Motorists; in total they ride
over two and a quarter million motorcycle miles a year, and 1 in
7 of these experienced, highly trained riders has suffered injury
or damage as a result of hitting a pothole. I don’t know what the
equivalent figure is for cars but I venture to suggest that it is not as
high as 1 in 7. I urge you to remember this when assessing whether
or not a road is ‘safe’. We motorcyclists can do everything in our
power to improve our riding standards. We can be covered in awards
and we can pass every test available to us, but we can’t do anything
about the surface that we ride on. When we hit an unexpected
pothole being highly qualified means absolutely nothing.

Statement about making a claim against the
KCC for injury or damage

When motorists need to make a claim to the KCC for compensation
for injuries and/or vehicle damage caused by the condition of a
road in Kent, they are not treated well and their claims are unlikely
to be met. Of course I am not suggesting that the KCC should pay
out any claim without there being properly supported evidence
to show that the claim is valid, but equally a claimant should be
certain that his/her claim is going to be judged fairly and it is
very clear that this is not presently the case. It is very clear from
the tone of the communication from the KCC before and after a
claim is made that objectivity plays a very small part in the claims
procedure. As a result many, probably most, would-be claimants
don’t even bother to claim as they know that it will be a waste of
time.
Those that do claim are from the outset made to feel ‘guilty’ for
even contemplating a claim on the grounds that “….the cost of
us (sic) processing your request diverts money from important
front-line services.” That phrase beggars belief: it appears on
the claim form and its implication is that by making a genuine
claim for perhaps injury, loss of earnings or material damage you
are doing something selfish and self-serving that will deprive
someone else of a service, when all you are doing is seeking just
recompense for a cost which possibly you can ill afford to finance
yourself. You and your loss are not important, however, when
compared to front-line services. This unpleasant tone is typical of
the whole claim process.
The same claims form points out on page 1 that “…Because
of the legal defence available (to KCC) under section 58 of the
1980 Highways Act, the majority of compensation claims are
unsuccessful.” What this phrase is designed to do is put a claimant
off. And it succeeds. What, in effect, it says is “Don’t waste your
time claiming because you will lose. We, the KCC, will quote the
Highways Act at you and unless you are very rich you won’t be able
to do anything about it, so go away little person of no consequence
and stop wasting our time.”
And if you are not put off by this arrogance and you go ahead
and make a claim that’s exactly what they do: they quote the
Highways Act at you in a very belligerent tone. You are told
that your claim is being considered and eventually you are told
your claim failed on the grounds that the road was inspected in
accordance with regulations of the Highways Act and therefore
the KCC has no liability. And, of course, you can’t disprove this.
The KCC sits in a court where it is judge and jury and where
there is no effective opportunity to appeal. Moreover, you
are told not appeal in the real courts because the real courts
always support the council in these cases. Who knows if they
do? But who is going to spend money finding out? And given
this much unchallenged power it is not surprising that the KCC
treats claimants in such an unpleasant, arrogant and totally
unwarranted way.

Finally, I wonder if there is any causal relationship between the
recent sharp rise in the KSI (Killed and seriously injured) figure for
Kent and the equally sharp deterioration in the roads in the county
in the same period.

I believe that about 1 in 8 of the claims made to KCC succeeds, but
that’s just 1in 8 of the small minority that bother to claim in the first
place. If the KCC had to bear the true cost of the damage and injury
claims which its road maintenance negligence generates perhaps it
would make a greater effort to look after the roads in its care. Those
of us who make claims are not trying to defraud the KCC of money,
nor are we trying rob other KCC services of funds. We are simply
trying to recover money that we believe is owed to us and the KCC
could handle our claims with a little more humanity, openness and,
yes, with a little more honesty too.

Nicholas Farley - July 5th 2018

Nicholas Farley - July 5th 2018
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Vianden 2018

goodness we had Geoff in our team – with some suspect
activity when the answers were swapped for marking
between the teams. Our team went from 20 points to 40
due to a ‘misunderstanding’. Even breakfast was a giggle
with Stuart Lee seemingly unaware of the changing number
and direction of the seagull ‘statues’ on the windowsill
where he always sat. Of course, there were photos being
taken each morning to record the fun.

Erika Howard takes a
newcomer’s look at an
old favourite
This was our first trip abroad with KAMG and we weren’t sure
what to expect. However, Dave Murphy, who, as you know,
organises this trip every year, was very helpful answering any
questions we had beforehand, while Sharon, Dave’s wife,
and Tina, our new Chairman, advised me about what clothes
to take. The amount of planning and forethought that Dave
puts into the trip was clear from the beginning when we
received all of the details and documents and we started
getting messages from the WhatsApp group.
The weather on the day we left was good if perhaps a little
hot, but the lunch stops and breaks for coffee in beautiful
locations with always a lake or a river to relax by, were lovely
and well timed: just as I was beginning to need a break or the
loo, we stopped. Dave had said that we would be stunned
by the view when Vianden and its castle came into sight
and how right he was, and when we got to The Belle Vue
hotel in Vianden it was perfect. Actually it was even better
than I expected and, as everyone that had been before had
said, having the pool to jump into after a day on the bike
was wonderful. I now also understand why motorcyclists
go to this area. The roads are amazing and I love the bends.
As a pillion there is so much to see as the scenery is all
breathtaking, although I appreciate that the riders don’t get
to enjoy it in quite the same way. Dave Murphy led rides to
‘the rocks’, which we really enjoyed exploring as we tried
to climb to the viewing point jutting out over the parking
area in our all-terrain motorbike gear in the sweltering heat.
Those who had done it before wisely took it easy and chatted
below. We did make it to the viewing point eventually after a
long climb, only to discover that it wasn’t the lower one that
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Paul Aspinall had his camera trained on but the very highest
one – oops. Great views though.
One day Chris Powter on his new bike complete with comfy
‘throne’ for wife Sue, led a memorable ride to a motorbike
shop. The off-road section of the route was a slightly
unexpected challenge and then the destination itself, where
we were all looking forward to a leisurely browse, was closed!
However, all was not lost as Karen Lilly managed to find a
proper loo which was, at this point, very necessary. We found
another fab location for lunch and discussed Chris’s dubious
qualifications for leading further rides. But isn’t it always the
unplanned events that provide the best memories? Husband
Dave and I took a day off to visit my brother and family while
we were in Vianden. They live in Bruch which was less than an
hour away. It was such a great opportunity, and it was nice to
be able to ride to their house and get changed out of our hot
motorbike gear and go for a walk.

On Thursday night there was a dramatic storm that kept
many of us awake and left a very rainy morning on Friday.
As a result our last ride was postponed until 12 o’clock to
give the weather time to improve, which thankfully it did.
Dave and I took the opportunity whilst we were waiting, to
explore Vianden. We went along the walkway by the side
of the now fast-flowing river, watching the bar below the
bridge setting up ready for the day. I had the good idea of
walking up to the castle and getting the chairlift down –
yes, I know, better the other way round, derrr! But it didn’t
matter anyway because when we asked for directions at
the castle we discovered that the chairlift had been struck
by lightning the night before and was no longer working.
We knew it had been an impressive storm and by the
time we got back to the bridge 20 minutes later, we saw
that the river had started to burst its banks and the water
was now under the bar’s tables and chairs. Paul and Sue
Aspinall spent the day filming the river as it swelled over the
walkway completely covering all of the seats and dustbins
and got nearer and nearer to the shops down by the river.
The locals were saying that they had never seen anything
like it before, but fortunately by Saturday morning, when
we left, the water levels were going back down. The night
before we left, the hotel welcomed another 80 bikes, which

made for an interesting game of bike ‘Tetris’ in the morning
in order to extract our bikes ready for the journey home.
We enjoyed being part of the Vianden family. From
the moment that we were welcomed at the channel
tunnel we were made to feel very much part of the
group all through the holiday. I was surprised to have
been renamed Erkia, but by the end of the week I also
answered to Eureka thanks to Mick West. Paul, Roger
and Amanda’s photos here capture the holiday but until
you try it for yourself you can’t really appreciate what an
enjoyable experience it is. Everyone said that we would
enjoy it and we certainly did. Thank you everyone, but
particularly thank you to Dave Murphy.

The ladies of the party went on a trip by bus and train to the
city of Luxembourg one day; what an amazing place. We
explored and admired the architecture and the stunning
stained glass windows in the Notre Dame cathedral and
had a very enjoyable meal before returning to the hotel.
Meanwhile, the boys, without their pillions for the day, had
visited the Bastogne war museum. A good day for all. We
enjoyed too a great ride to the beautiful town of Saarburg
and had a delicious meal in the town square, and we loved
the views over the river and the water wheels, but I think
one of my favourite days was going to BernKastel on the
Mosel. My sister-in-law had said it was a ‘must’ place to
visit and she meant by car, not knowing of the pleasure of
the journey on a bike. The roads, the views, the place, the
weather, even if sometimes it was a bit too hot, everything
was great. I even managed to buy some sparkly tops, so
even better. But my happiest memories of the trip will be of
the evenings: the pleasure of relaxing with a glass of wine,
having time to get to know the members of the group,
being entertained by the banter between Mick West and
Phil Goodwin, laughing till I nearly cried and wondering
whether pork would be on the menu again. Those are the
best memories. The quizzes organised by Sharon and Mick
were fun. The teams were suitably competitive – thank
RIDERS 211 August 2018
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Day Trip to Belgium
Ian Burchell
leads 42 bikes
to Ypres in May

For the annual KAMG day trip abroad this year I decided
to return to Ypres in Belgium. After Tracker bookings and
emails back and forth, I ended up with 42 motorcycles
gathering together at the Eurotunnel petrol station at Calais
for what turned out to be a fantastic day – well I thought it
was anyway.

Why was it such a good day out? Well, the weather was
really good; the roads and route seemed acceptable to and
enjoyed by all; everybody arrived at the stops in a short
space of time, so the drop-off marker system worked well,
and we had no incidents to speak of. We all returned home
on the train, albeit not on the one that we had actually
booked – in fact, I did get on the booked train but most of
the group got on an earlier departure. My thanks for the day
out perhaps!

We started off with a 30 mile ride to a coffee stop at Watten,
which is just over the border in Belgium. On the recce a
couple of weeks earlier I had arranged our visit with the café
owner and confirmed numbers on the day. On arrival he had Not sure what will happen in 2019. Perhaps I should stop
set aside parking for us, reserved tables on the veranda and organising this trip and finish on a high.
bought in extra croissants from the bakers across the road
– all very civilised. From there we rode to Ypres and spent
The Menin Gate, Ypres
90 minutes or so wandering around sightseeing and taking
time for lunch. 42 KAMG bikes riding into Ypres town centre
and lining up on the pavement of the main square was a
sight to behold and it certainly turned a few heads. After
lunch we returned to our morning coffee stop at Watten,
where again the proprietor looked after us well, and more
than a few bought cake from the bakers to have with the
coffee.
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From

LO to NO

Paul Aspinall, Ian Walker , Graham Hills , Martin Ford and Matthew Barnes
Missing but not forgotten are: Martin Platt , John Gardiner, Joe Mair and James Turton

It all started in February last year at the KAMG Observer
conference when I asked Stuart Haythorn, IAM’s Service
Delivery Manager for our area, if there could be a kind of
‘mass break-out’ from the ranks of local observers (LOs)
to become national observers (NOs) in one weekend. He
thought it was a good idea, probably little realising at the
time, just what would be involved.
At first, four LOs put their names forward, but, when the
word got out, another five wanted to go for their National
Observer assessment too, and this made an awkward
nine altogether. This meant that we would need another
examiner besides Stuart. Fortunately, Pete Doherty, who
is Stuart’s equivalent in the East Central and Anglia area,
stepped up to the plate. However, nine was still a bit of a
difficult number because each examiner could only do two
tests per day, which was only eight over the weekend. In the
end Stuart also did tests on Friday, with one of the Saturday
LOs switching to Friday. I only mention all of this messing

about in case any of you want to be Chief Observer in the
future. Take note.
The test days ran from 9am to 5pm and they were anxious
times for we trainers. Tina said that I was like a bitch looking
after her puppies, and she was right. It was as if I was being
assessed myself every time they went out, but how proud
we were when all nine candidates qualified as National
Observers.
Big thanks go to Ian Burchell for his workshop sessions
and to Tony Young and Steve Riches for their training, for
helping the LOs sort out their assessment routes and for
doing dummy check rides. Special thanks too to Stuart and
Pete for making it all possible. It was a great effort all round,
not least by the observers themselves. Another KAMG
record. Thanks everyone.
Colin Underwood - Chief Observer
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IDCAM

introductory day course
in advanced motorcyclinG

machine control day

Our machine control days are organised by Jim
Pullum. If you have not yet signed up then do
it now – simply log on to Tracker and register
your participation.

mcd@kamg.org.uk
Held at: Car Park D, Ebbsfleet Station
International Way
Gravesend, Kent DA10 1EB

Arrival time: 08:45 for 09:00 start
Finish Time: approx 13:00 Hrs
Saturday September 29th 2018

The revised style IDCAM has been running for some
months now. Attendees book in at 8.45am and have
their documents and bikes checked over. A short
classroom presentation about KAMG and Advanced
Motorcycling commences at about 9.00am. An
assessed ride follows with a short debrief before a
coffee break. A classroom session about the System of
Motorcycle Control takes us to lunch time. We also fit
in a Highway Code quiz and the POWDDERSS check of
a motorcycle, so it’s quite a busy morning. After lunch,
attendees go out for a second assessed ride with an
Observer, finishing at a mutually agreed location.

If you would like to attend as an Associate contact
associates@kamg.org.uk. Observers should confirm
their willingness to help by registering on Tracker
and they will kept informed about the needs for any
particular session.
28
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contact page
PRESIDENT
Terry Friday

President:
Vice President:
Honorary Life Members:

CHAIRWOMAN
Tina Underwood

0844 585 7798
chairman@kamg.org.uk

Terry Friday
Dave Murphy
Rod Collins • Kevin Chapman • Terry Friday
John Leigh • John Lemon • Mike Knowles
Brenda Vickery • Ian Burchell • Sue Mills

VICE ChairMAN AND
idcam & associate
co-ordinator
Ian Burchell

0844 802 7091
vicechairman@kamg.org.uk
0844 585 7797
associates@kamg.org.uk

Secretary
Joe Mair

0844 585 7789
group-secretary@kamg.org.uk

Treasurer

Jaime Tollerton

07958 541 319
treasurer@kamg.org.uk

Machine
Control Day
Jim Pullum

0844 585 7789
mcd@kamg.org.uk

Group Nights
Steve Riches

07786 592845
groupnights@kamg.org.uk
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Colin Underwood

0844 585 7791
chiefobserver@kamg.org.uk

deputy chief
observer
Tony Young

0844 585 7796
dco@kamg.org.uk

membership
secretary

Magazine Editor
Publicity Officer

0844 585 7792
membership@kamg.org.uk

07831 295269
editor@kamg.org.uk
publicity@kamg.org.uk

David Howard

Nick Farley

Regalia
Manager

Run
Co-ordinator

0844 585 7795
regalia@kamg.org.uk

0844 585 7782
runleader@kamg.org.uk
webmaster@kamg.org.uk

Committee
Member

Committee
Member

John England

Paul Jessop

07759 492375
paul.jessop@fil.com

Committee
Member

Committee
Member

John Gardiner

Paul Aspinall

07899 898744
sujon.mg@virgin.net
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Chief
Observer

0791 265 9431
aspinall456@btinternet.com

Neville Smith

Dave Murphy
Vice President

07739 019 942
vicepresident@kamg.org.uk

Committee
Member
Mick West

07778 584037
mickw490@gmail.com
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SHORTCUTS
NEVER LEAD TO
PLACES WORTH GOING.

BMW Motorrad

THE BMW R 1200 GS ADVENTURE. BUILT TO EXPLORE.
The rugged and supremely agile R 1200 GS Adventure is the perfect choice for those
who like to push boundaries. With optimised engine efﬁciency and a 30-litre fuel tank, it
will take you further than ever before.
The R 1200 GS Adventure is now available with Representative 5.9% APR. With
competitive ﬁnance from BMW, start your journey today and make life a ride.
To find out more or book a test ride †, please contact Vines Guildford Motorrad
on 01483 207000 or visit www.vinesguildfordmotorrad.co.uk

REPRESENTATIVE 5.9% APR.
Vines Guildford Motorrad

Slyfield Green, Woking Road, Guildford, Surrey GU1 1RD
Vines Guildford Motorrad is a credit broker and not a lender.

MAKE LIFE
A RIDE.

Representative 5.9% APR available on a BMW Select agreement for new BMW R 1200 GS Adventure models ordered between 1 January and 31 March 2017 and registered by 30 June 2017 (subject to availability). Retail
customers only. Finance available subject to credit acceptance to UK residents aged 18 or over. Guarantees and indemnities may be required. Terms and conditions apply. Optional ﬁnal payment and option to purchase fee not
payable if you opt to return the motorcycle at the end of the agreement (motorcycle condition, excess mileage and other charges may be payable). Offer may be varied, withdrawn or extended at any time. ‘BMW Select’ is a form
of hire-purchase agreement provided by BMW Motorrad Financial Services, Summit ONE, Summit Avenue, Farnborough, Hampshire GU14 0FB. Vines Limited, trading as Vines Guildford Motorrad, commonly introduce
customers to a selected panel of lenders including BMW Motorrad Financial Services. We may receive commission or other beneﬁts for introducing you to such lenders. This introduction does not amount to independent
†
ﬁnancial advice. Test ride subject to applicant status and availability.

